
 

Features

a
Full implementationof the C language as
defined in “The C Programming Language’ by
Brian Kernighan and DennisRitchie.

a
Compatibility with the current UNIX™ CC
version 7, SystemIII, as well as version 6.

a
File compatibility with other Prime languages.

a
Object code compatibility with other Prime
languages.

a
Comprehensiveerrordiagnostics and full range
of compilation options.

=
Up to 32 million bytes of private program space
per userfor procedure code and data.

=

Shared and re-entrant code generation for
improved memoryutilization in a multi-user
environment.

a
Program developmentsupportfor Prime’s
Source Level Debugger.

a

High-level instruction set, virtual memory, and
32-bit architecture of Prime 50 Series systems
utilization.
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Description

The Prime C compileris a versatile and
powerful programming language which provides
modern flow control and data structures as well
as a rich set of operators and data types. This
high productivity language represents a total
implementation of the C language based on
“The C Programming Language,’ by Brian
Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie as developed at
Bell Laboratories. In addition, the compiler
also incorporates the Berkeley and new Unix
extensions.It is fully compatible with the cur-
rent Unix CC version 7, SystemIII, as well
as version6, PrimeC includessuchfeaturesas:
B® Modern flow control(case,if-else, for-while
loops, statement grouping, break/continue,
goto).

@ Modern data structures (arrays, structures,
unions).

@ Richset of data types (integer long/short,
floating long/short, character, unsigned, pointer,
function, enumerated anddefined types).

@ Richset of operators (7 unary, 18 binary, 11
assignment, | ternary).

@ Separate compilation.

@ Data sharing.

@ Datainitialization.

@ Enumerated types.

@ Structure arguments.
@ Structure assignments.

@ Fortran storage class.

@ #list, #nolist, #endincl.

B® Void data type.

Identifiers up to 32 characters long.

@ Unix style commandline argumentslibraries
supporting a rich subset of the Unix version 7
subroutines are supplied with the compiler.
These routines include:

= File I/O routines, (Fopen, fprint, fscan...)
support for Unix-likefiles.

= String/character manipulation routines
(isalpha, streat, index...).

= Math routines (abs, sqrt, tan...).

= System routines (abort, set-mp, longjmp,
sleep... |.

Additionally the C compiler has accesstoall
Prime libraries.

Application Flexibility

Prime C compiler is small and flexible, yet
powerful enough to do systems programming
logically andefficiently. It provides compre-
hensive error diagnostics, and it produces
listing, object, expandedlistings, and cross
reference files. The C compiler’s unique and
explicit messages which fully describeall errors
and warnings allow programmingto be done
easily and quickly. In addition these messages
coupled with the compiler’s excellent syntactic
error recovery insure accurate detection and
reporting of program errors. Applications
developed in Prime C benefit from complete
access to Prime MIDASPLUS,and the PRIMOS®
condition mechanism. C is consistent with
Prime’s other compilers, and is an integral part
of Primecore software products. As a result, the
C compiler can handle the complex interfaces
between mixed language procedures and can
offer file flexibility.

Source Level Debugger
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By combining the interactive capabilities of the
PRIMOSoperating system with the Source
Level Debugger, a user can create, edit, compile,
execute, and test programsinteractively online.
Debugger commandsallow users to dynamically
set and clear breakpoints on source statements,
examine and modify variables, step through a
program,trace statement execution,restart
or proceed froma breakpoint, display source
statements, and trace back subroutineacti-
vation. Asa result, the test and debugging time
associated with program developmentis
dramatically reduced.

CommandProcedure Language

The CommandProcedure Language (CPL) is an
extremely flexible, highlevel programming
language that uses PRIMOSoperating system
commandsforits basic statements. By making
PRIMOSutilities available to the C programmer,
CPLadds control over the development produc-
tion environment, saving valuable programming
time. CPL allows sequencesof operating system
commands and CPLdirectives to be stored ina
commandprocedurefile that can be executed
by specifying the file name. CPL directives let
arguments pass into commandprocedurefiles.
This controls the statement execution order
withinthefiles and handlesanyerrors.
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EMACS

Asan additional programmingaid, Prime C
compiler utilizes EMACS,aninteractive
full-screen display editor. Through EMACS,
the user can set appropriate tabs, and create a
customized environmenttosuit individual
or project needs. EMACSlets the user com-
pile source code without leaving the editor,
disrupting the screen, or leaving the routine
whichis being debugged. In conjunction with
use of the Prime Source Level Debugger,
erroneous codeis quickly corrected.

Prime System Performance

The sophisticated design of Prime hardware and
software offers high performancecapabilities
normally outside the reach of minicomputer
systems. The virtual memory and embedded
design of the PRIMOSoperating system are
complementedby efficient time scheduling,
memory management, and procedure data
sharing. Data communicationsis optimized for
performance underreal-world, multi-user
demands. The Prime Distributed Processing
Terminal Executive (DPTX], and PRIMENET™
networking software allow users to construct
complex communications networksto suit their
individual needs. Withthis state-of-the-art, C
users not only benefit from high performance,
they also draw uponthe full support of a system
engineered for total software integration.

Compatibility

Software compatibility is a fundamental design
objective at Prime.It ensures long-term return
on investmentand smoothreliable transitions
when software and hardware systemsare
upgraded. It also promotesease of use in both
central and distributed systeminstallations.
For example, programswritten in any Prime
language can be developed on a smaller Prime 50
Series system and usedfor production on a larger
Prime50 Series system. Similarly, programs
developed on a host system can be run without
recompilation on a smaller remote system.
Source maintenance, modifications, and
compilations can be doneat any system site
as the needarises.

Further system and software compatibility
is provided by PRIMOS,Prime's standard
operating system.All users of Prime 50Series
systemsenjoy the same multi-user interactive
benefits regardless of their particular system
type or configuration. PRIMOSinsures a
uniform, consistent and familiar set of
commandsand capabilities.

Primeoffers an exceptionally broad and
comprehensiveline of language productsto suit
user needsin a variety of computerapplications.
Prime complementsits product breadth with
twolevels of language compatibility. First, all
languages generate compatible object code and
commoncall conventionsare shared by C, PL/I,
Subset G, Pascal, FORTRAN, COBOL,RPGII,
and F77. This feature allows for modular,
multi-lingual program design, whereby existing
programsare incorporated into new programs
even when source languages differ. Secondly, file
compatibility is maintained throughoutthe
Prime languageline. Datafiles written under
one language canbe accessed underothers,
providing that both languages support data types
needed todescribe thefile contents.

Software Services

Prime Software Servicesare designed to comple-
ment and enhancethe overall effectiveness of
the customer's use of Prime software products.
Prime delivers the same uniform software

servicestoall customers, regardless of location
or companysize. This includesservice to small
end users, large accountendusers, or resellers
that purchase Primesoftware productsfor resale
to their end users.
The Prime Software Services Planis available

to all users whosign a standard software product
maintenance contract. Prime Software Services
Plan features:
® Software Update Service

@ Telephone Assistance

® On-site Assistance

@ Software Problem Reporting and Escalation

Servicesare availablefor all standard Prime
software products during nornial business
hours, weekdays Mondaythrough Friday. The
user is billed on a convenient monthly or
quarterly basis.
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